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dreamstream
4 Nachrichten

Scott DIffenderfer <scottdiff7@gmail.com> 11. Januar 2019 um 20:56
An: Ulf Diebel <ulfdiebel@gmail.com>, Michael Solomon <michael@solomonent.com>

Greetings Michael and Ulf,
It is tax time again.  Over the past several years, I have been preparing and mailing the partner K1's to the
Dreamstream investors.  At this time, I do not foresee any reasonable opportunity for the company to continue as
we have no funds and no business potential.

Therefore, I am proposing that we dissolve the corporation and inform the investors of this decision, which which I
will include in the K-1 mailing this year.

We would need two out of three of us to agree to this action for it to be affirmed by a majority of the shareholders.  

Please let me know your thoughts on this ASAP as the K-1's must be mailed this month.

Regards,
Scott Diffenderfer

Michael Solomon <michael@solomonent.com> 11. Januar 2019 um 22:10
An: Scott DIffenderfer <scottdiff7@gmail.com>, Ulf Diebel <ulfdiebel@gmail.com>
Cc: Sue Whyberd <sue@solomonent.com>

Hi Scott,

Too bad this didn’t work out. It had potential.

I agree that we should not continue.

Best, Michael

 

Michael Jay Solomon

Digital Content International/DCI

Founder, Chairman & CEO

Office: (310) 274-0224

 

From: Scott DIffenderfer [mailto:scottdiff7@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2019 11:57 AM
To: Ulf Diebel <ulfdiebel@gmail.com>; Michael Solomon <michael@solomonent.com>
Subject: dreamstream

[Zitierter Text ausgeblendet]

Sue Whyberd <sue@solomonent.com> 11. Januar 2019 um 22:23
An: Scott DIffenderfer <scottdiff7@gmail.com>, Ulf Diebel <ulfdiebel@gmail.com>
Cc: Michael Solomon <mjs@digitalcontentint.com>
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Hello Scott:

 

Just wanted to make sure that you have the correct address for the K-1:

1638 Tower Grove Drive, Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

But it may be easier for you to email a copy to me at:

sue@solomonent.com

 

I take care of the annual Solomon tax preparation.  Thanks very much.

 

Regards,

 

Sue (Whyberd)

 

 

From: Michael Solomon <michael@solomonent.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2019 1:11 PM
To: Scott DIffenderfer <scottdiff7@gmail.com>; Ulf Diebel <ulfdiebel@gmail.com>
Cc: Sue Whyberd <sue@solomonent.com>
Subject: RE: dreamstream

[Zitierter Text ausgeblendet]

Ulf Diebel <ulfdiebel@gmail.com> 17. Januar 2019 um 17:35
An: Scott DIffenderfer <scottdiff7@gmail.com>
Cc: Michael Solomon <michael@solomonent.com>

On 1.1.2008 I was dropped in Germany and hang in here until 1.1.2015, after I told you both how super special
our connection is in regard to Israel, where I left right after my 40. birthday party.

From the US, I went straight to Germany, where on Michael's 70, 20.1.2008 Obama became President. On my 47.
EU voted and the Pope came to Israel. 

For my 48, 49, 50 and 51st you gave literally a shit about me, did not answer any request and completely
neglected the incredible business opportunity at hand.

Michael I told you straight away beginning 2015, that I am the Shilo and right after your 80. birthday in Berlin, I told
you that I am your King. That was 20.2.2018.

Scott, you were present at the foundation of the Nation of Ephraim in 2005 and I gave you the full speech also
2015. Day 1260 of Rev. 12.6 was over on 14.6.2018

I know that Michael thought he remains indifferent and is doing a great job by supporting the Clintons and Obama. 
Chuck Schumer is now minority leader and as I told Michael in Berlin quite nicely...I am not interested in his
agenda, I am interest in Jerusalem.

On my 51st, 11 years after I left Jerusalem and went with you into business, Harvey Weinstein is arrested.

Your buddies will all go down Michael, because the sexual harassment of Harvey in your industry, is just the tip of
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the iceberg and as all Democrats are a big loving family, the question remains, who is going to jail. I heard the list
is very long and the true reason behind the national emergency of today.

I am interested in MY business and future life and want to resolve the conflict of interest, between the political
agenda of Michael, whatever Scott wants and my individual human religious rights, granted by the President of the
United States with the Religious Freedom Acts from 27.01.1998, so I sent all my documentation to Donald Trump
and David De Rothschild, with a copy to my interior minister.

David Melech Friedman in Jerusalem knows, Benjamin Netanjahu and the Rabbi of Mount Zion, who started to
prepare the people for my return with a nice crown design.

The time table is divine and you cannot change the fact, that I do have the key of David, qualifying me indeed as
the only human alive, who fulfills all requirements to inherit the Kingdom of Heaven out the hands of Pope Francis,
as written in the Book of Revelation and Daniel.

On the next Blood Moon, the 7 and last trumpet will be blown in Rome. 

I will be in touch for a final settlement of the matter.





[Zitierter Text ausgeblendet]
-- 
Ulf Diebel
Priester nach der Ordnung Melchizedek 
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